The postcentral gyrus shows sustained fMRI activation during the tactile motion aftereffect.
The tactile motion aftereffect (tMAE) is a perceptual illusion in which a stationary stimulus feels as though it is moving when presented following adaptation to a unidirectionally moving tactile stimulus. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we localized the brain areas responsive to tactile motion and then investigated whether these areas underlie the tMAE. Tactile stimulation was delivered to the glabrous surface of the right hand by means of a plastic cylinder with a square-wave patterned surface. In the tactile motion localizer, we contrasted periods in which the cylinder rotated at 15 rpm with periods of rest (stationary contact). Activation was observed in the contralateral (left) thalamus, postcentral gyrus, and parietal operculum. In the tMAE experiment, the cylinder rotated at 15 or 60 rpm for 2 min. The 60-rpm speed induced reliable tMAEs, whereas the 15-rpm speed did not. Of the areas activated by the tactile motion localizer, only the postcentral gyrus showed a sustained fMRI response following the offset of 60-rpm (but not 15-rpm) stimulation, presumably reflecting the illusory perception of motion.